Celebrate Standing Pop-Up Card Tutorial
Impress people with a balloon that actually “floats”.

Supplies Used:
Stamp Set(s), Ink and Coloring Accessories:
Celebrate Today by Stampin’ Up
Cutting Files:
Celebrate Silhouette Cameo cut file by Katydid Cards*
Calypso Coral, Crushed Curry, Melon Mambo,
Old Olive, Pacific Point, Tangerine Tango and Tempting
Turquoise markers by Stampin’ Up
Card Stock (8 ½” x 11” unless otherwise specified)
Crushed Curry
Pacific Point
Whisper White
Patterned Paper
Ice Cream Parlor Digital by Stampin’ Up
Other Paper Products:
Window Sheets
Medium Whisper White Envelopes
Dies, Embossing Folders & Punches:
Big Shot, Standard Cutting Plates & Magnetic Platform
Thinlits:
Hello You Thinlits by Stampin’ Up
Balloon Framelit by Stampin’ Up
Ribbon & Embellishments:
Ice Cream Parlor 3/8” Ribbon by Stampin’ Up
Other Accessories:
Paper Trimmer by Fiskars
Bone Folder
Simply Scored
Mono Permanent Adhesive by Tombow
Stampin’ Dimensionals by Stampin’ Up
Mini Glue Dots by Glue Dots
Score Tape 1/4” by Scor-Pal
Adhesive Remover by Xyron

Non-Stick Craft Sheet by Ranger
Titanium Micro-Tip Easy Action Scissors 5” by Fiskars
*Note: I am happy to share any Silhouette Studio Designer Edition cut file (V3) I have designed.

Assembly Instructions:
With Silhouette Cut File:
1. Cut the Pacific Point card stock as per the cut file provided. Fold on score lines and burnish with a
Bone Folder.
2. Print and cut the Whisper White as per the cut file. Fold on score lines and burnish with a Bone
Folder.
3. Print and cut the Crushed Curry as per the cut file.
4. Check all kit components; trim any burrs with scissors and remove any paper remaining in cut out
areas. Also fold any score lines not yet folded and burnish with a Bone Folder.
5. Cut a Window Sheet to 2 3/4" x 10”. Score at 5”, fold and burnish well with a Bone Folder. Place
on Stampin’ Up grid paper and apply Mono Permanent Adhesive to the bottom (open) 1”. Attach
the tail of the “y” in happy about 1/8” into the adhesive and centered (side to side) on the panel.
Now place a tiny bit of Mono Permanent Adhesive under the top of the happy at the tip of the
“h”…move up about 1/4" and place another bit of Mono Permanent Adhesive to the Window Sheet
to help keep the sheet together.
6. Apply Mono Permanent Adhesive to one side of the Pacific Point border. Snug it over the top of the
Window Sheet and attach it at the top and down the sides. Now do the second side.
7. Lay the Window Sheet panel on grid paper with the bottom at 0” and the top at 5”. Attach the
Crushed Curry balloon with the top no higher than 5 1/2" and the tail of the balloon covering the
edge of the “happy” and centered between the Pacific Point strip on either side. Note: make sure
you apply Mono Permanent Adhesive liberally to the tail and the bottom edges to keep it in place
when it slides in and out of the card base.
8. Turn the panel over and attach three Glue Dots at the top of the Crushed Curry balloon in the area
above the Pacific Point strip.
9. Apply Mono Permanent Adhesive to the Whisper White balloon, especially the tail and bottom
edges, center over the Crushed Curry balloon and attach.

10. Insert Window Sheet panel though the opening in the Ice Cream Parlor Patterned Paper.
11. Now lay the card on its side and fold the bottom 1” flap up/in. Apply two rows of Score Tape at the
top and bottom edges.
12. Attach the Window Sheet panel, lined up all the way to the bottom edge and centered to the
opening. Once you have it lined up, burnish it with your fingers to ensure a good attachment.
13. Now flip the card over and apply two rows of Score Tape to the other 1” flap and press the top half
(with the panel) down on the bottom and burnish well.
14. Slide the base down to expose the Window Sheet panel.
15. Run the ribbon through the ribbon slide. Turn it over and apply Mono Permanent Adhesive to the
middle of the ribbon and about 1/4" in on each end. Center on the front and wrap the ribbon around
the sides and attach to the bottom.
16. Attach the Whisper White greeting with Dimensionals.
17. Enjoy your card!
Without Cut File:
1. Cut the Pacific Point card stock as per the template provided. Fold on score lines and burnish with
a Bone Folder.
2. Print and Whisper White. Score as shown, fold and burnish with a Bone Folder. Cut a 1/8” by 3”
slot in the center, right over the score.
3. Cut the Whisper White balloon with the Balloon die or hand cut and hand cut the ticket or use the
ticket punch.
4. Print the Crush Curry and cut with the Balloon die or hand cut.
5. Cut a Window Sheet to 2 3/4" x 10”. Score at 5”, fold and burnish well with a Bone Folder. Place
on Stampin’ Up grid paper and apply Mono Permanent Adhesive to the bottom (open) 1”. Attach
the tail of the “y” in happy about 1/8” into the adhesive and centered (side to side) on the panel.
Now place a tiny bit of Mono Permanent Adhesive under the top of the happy at the tip of the
“h”…move up about 1/4" and place another bit of Mono Permanent Adhesive to the Window Sheet
to help keep the sheet together.
6. Apply Mono Permanent Adhesive to one side of the Pacific Point border. Snug it over the top of the
Window Sheet and attach it at the top and down the sides. Now do the second side.
7. Lay the Window Sheet panel on grid paper with the bottom at 0” and the top at 5”. Attach the
Crushed Curry balloon with the top no higher than 5 1/2" and the tail of the balloon covering the
edge of the “happy” and centered between the Pacific Point strip on either side. Note: make sure
you apply Mono Permanent Adhesive liberally to the tail and the bottom edges to keep it in place
when it slides in and out of the card base.
8. Turn the panel over and attach three Glue Dots at the top of the Crushed Curry balloon in the area
above the Pacific Point strip.
9. Apply Mono Permanent Adhesive to the Whisper White balloon, especially the tail and bottom
edges, center over the Crushed Curry balloon and attach.
10. Insert Window Sheet panel though the opening in the Ice Cream Parlor Patterned Paper.
11. Now lay the card on its side and fold the bottom 1” flap up/in. Apply two rows of Score Tape at the
top and bottom edges.

12. Attach the Window Sheet panel, lined up all the way to the bottom edge and centered to the
opening. Once you have it lined up, burnish it with your fingers to ensure a good attachment.
13. Now flip the card over and apply two rows of Score Tape to the other 1” flap and press the top half
(with the panel) down on the bottom and burnish well.
14. Slide the base down to expose the Window Sheet panel.
15. Run the ribbon through the ribbon slide. Turn it over and apply Mono Permanent Adhesive to the
middle of the ribbon and about 1/4" in on each end. Center on the front and wrap the ribbon around
the sides and attach to the bottom.
16. Attach the Whisper White greeting with Dimensionals.
17. Enjoy your card!
Want to take this card up a notch? Try one of these ideas:


Add more ribbon to the back of the card or attach a bow to the front.



Use a Gold marker to color in some of the confetti on the balloon.

Tips with this project:


Be very careful when working with Window Sheets as they show every fingerprint and piece of fuzz.
Keep your workspace and hands clean.
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